Hou ChunMing
Hou ChunMing (b. 1963, Taiwan) has developed a unique, multidisciplinary practice in career spanning over 30 years. Hou was not only one of the pioneers who were associated with the ending of martial law from the 1980s and 90s Taiwan, but as a highly experimental, innovative and controversial artist - his thesis exhibition in 1987 was shut down by the school.

Hou ChunMing’s works are not about clean and gorgeous contemporary expression, nor about the grandiosity of the overwhelming group consciousness, but recordings of private secrets that have been long ignored or hidden and the liberation of the body, which is a carrier of spirit. That also reveals how the next generation should face the rivalry, irony, and sarcasm and look for "true freedom" for human beings. He takes 'body' not only as a way to provoke authoritarianism but also focuses on its character in Eastern folklore religion as psychic media.

Hou Chun Ming was invited twice to attend the Venice Biennale in 1995 and 2013, respectively. His artworks are included in the collections of The Ludwig Forum for International Art, Fukuoka Asian Art Museum, M+ in Hong Kong, Taipei Fine Arts Museum, Tainan Art Museum, Kaohsiung Museum of Fine Arts, National Taiwan Museum of Fine Arts, Dimension Endowment of Art, Wenhsiu Collection, Five Dime, and White Rabbit Gallery.
Early Works
Hou’s early works in the 1980s coincided with the martial law lift, but rather than responding to the emancipation of society and the 'larger self,' Hou’s response is a collision of the taboos regards to body, sexuality, and ego in Asian society, as well as a rebellion challenges the traditional academic aesthetics. With his impactful themes and visual expressions, Hou became one of the leading figures in Taiwan's avant-garde artists at the time and the first and most significant one who explored the eroticism of human desire in Taiwanese contemporary art.

In the 1980s and 1990s, Hou created one of his iconic large-scale prints, 'Gods Searching,' which features enigmatic, surreal, and erotic immortal-like characters alongside traditional Chinese monition-like texts. This series serves as a powerful symbol of the ‘body liberation’ as well as the resurgence of ‘Taiwanese people's free will’ which begins to reconnect with their innate life force after had long been suppressed by political ideology.
'Swan Laying Eggs' and 'Phallus Horse,' featured in Hou's first solo exhibition, 'Little Women,' which shocked the Taiwanese art world, are two of Hou's rare oil paintings from the 1980s. In 'Swan Laying Eggs,' the Greek mythology story of Zeus and Leda is merged with a landscape of Chinese literati painting. The artist appears as a figure in the lower right corner who seem at a loss, alienated, observing the scene of the East and the West intercourse while the egg represents a new and unknown hybrid life created through the fusion of two cultures.

On the other hand, 'Phallus Horse' is a buzzard creature painted on printed fabric, the fantastical images of genital and animals emerging with repeated patterns conveying the unrestrained imagination of the artist.

In addition, the horse is an image that refers to wealth and power in traditional Chinese paintings; Hou painted it as a huge phallus indicating his rebellion against tradition and blending gender awareness at the same time. 'Swan Laying Eggs' and 'Phallus Horse' are directly from major private collections in Taiwan.
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Printed Fabric Paintings
Like ‘Phallus Horse,’ since the 1980s, Hou started to paint on printed fabric, a common and easily found fabric across Taiwan. Yet, the bed-sheets-like patterns also symbolize desires, also being ironic to the elitism that traditional bird-flower painting represented. Of Hou’s deep involvement in Taiwanese avant-garde art during the post-martial-law era, he is also a significant figure in the history of Taiwan’s theater culture. His printed fabric paintings were commonly seen in his collaboration with Taiwanese little theatres. His actively involved led him to become the soul of contemporary art and theater in the 1980s. Such transdisciplinary cooperation reflected the valued decentralization spirit of the experimental theater at the time.

On these fabrics, he paints bold and rebellious sexual organs, as well as bizarre figures. However, the sex and violence in Hou’s works are no longer his private desire - they are the topics that the public refuses to address. Hou once invited participants to do nude drawings of their own bodies, allowing them to portray their physical and inner conditions in an unabashed state. This exposure of the human body and taboo issues were contained in his studio, but the result of the painting elaborated their psychological states. As one of his most important creative methods, Hou sees this as a way of ‘copying.’ The process copies the exterior and interior aspects of a human, and also resembles a dialectical relationship between artist and subject.
After 35 years of making art, Hou inspired by his early works and reflected on his career, he created “Jinn-son Bang,” a series of floral cloth paintings he made with elements he had developed previously in 2021 and 2022. Through combining the present international context with local floral cloth, Hou also created a series of brand-new images.

The choice of the floral cloth could be seen as his recent focus on desire and childhood. In the series, many works are made with embroidery, recalling the lines of his prints series since the 1990s. What these “Hou-styled” images bring to light is not only a future reference of opposing, satirizing, and teasing, they also express the status of an artist who is nearly 60 years old.
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The Flag Carriers
‘The Flag Carriers’ is Hou’s recent series regarding spirit medium in Taiwan temples. In Taiwan, religion is a combination of Confucianism, Buddhism and Taoism, as well as the folk beliefs of immigrants that is based on the native land, and mediums play an important role in folklore religion, which is close to a psychic. Mediums carry flags that represent the deity, and through which they let the deity possess their body serving as a bridge of communication to answering people’s questions.

“The Flag Carriers’ is an extension of Hou’s long paid attention of ‘body.’ The body of medium is a portal for conveying deities’ messages in order to resolve people’s struggling, and after the deity leaves, medium is no different to us. The series is the artist’s study/exploration of the psychic body by interviewing the mediums. First, he visits the temple as a worshipper to ask questions, then interviews the medium’s thoughts and invites them to draw out their feelings for the deity over his/her full-sized body outline alongside Hou’s. In the works, we can see different personalities and auras of each deity interpreted by mediums and the artist and the relationship between the two.

For Hou, the body synonyms desire. The theme is extensions of the body and variants of desire that have run through his work series for 30 years and still counting. But when it comes to the Flag Carriers, the medium is a desexualized existence as the portal of deity. "When we talk about physical desire, it is often self-related; on the contrary, since deities borrow the medium’s body, it is desexualized." the artist said. Therefore interestingly, this desexualized body/voice subtly corresponds with Hou’s role as an artist in the interviews. "I am like a cultural medium, a receiver and transmitter of messages in a broad sense. I am fascinated by this identity."
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